ARS Concert Loses Money
Despite unprecedented sales of
student tickets, last Saturday's Atlanta Rhythm Section concert lost as
much as $7,500 due to low offcampus sales. This deficit heavily
depleted the ASUPS Popular Entertainment fund of $8,750 set aside
each year to cover concert losses.
Serni Solidarios, Program Director,
Chris Menken, head of the Popular
Entertainment Committee, and
ASUPS President Carl Perkins all cite
various reasons for the heavy loss.
The recession has severely reduced
ticket sales nationwide; even topname groups are finding it hard to
fill the concert hall. To add to the
problems, the Atlanta Rhythm Section, despite their national popularity, has not drawn well in the Tacoma

By Jim Ritchie
Seattle area in the past. Their most
recent album did not do well locally
or nationally; the highest it reached
on Billboard's Top 200 was 65, and
the week of the concert it was placing an unusually low 89. In addition,
their first single "Cocaine Charlie"
received virtually no airplay from
stations with a Top-40 format. An
over-abundanceof October concerts
in the area, particularly the fact that
the Doobie Brothers played in
Seattle the night before, further aggravated the publicity compaign.
According to Solidarios, UPS has
hosted many successful concerts in
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Don't Forget To
Vote!

Ronnie
lead vocalist
Hammond
students at the homecoming concert
captivates the attention of two UPS
Saturday October 11. Photo by Joe i Walker.

Atlanta Rhythm Section

flee

ASUPS Senatorial Election
Polls Open in SUB Friday 8:00
a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
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Committee To Discuss Course Load Reduction
On October 6, the faculty Senate
voted to construct a committee
which would investigate "the advisability and feasability" of reducing
faculty course load from seven units
to six units per year The discussion
raises issues so touchy that the
approval of the committee initiated
campus-wide rumors last week that
the faculty had already reduced
their course load.
Inherent in the controversy is the
fact that reducing the faculty load
would affect many aspects of the
curriculum. Currently, there are six
proposals which have been
considered for accomodating such a
reduction, although as President
Phibbs notes, the University is not limited to these six ideas. First and
most controversial is these six ideas.
First and most controversial is the
elimination of Winterim and
accompanying adoption of extended
semesters, similar to the schedule
used at Western Washington University. However, it is generally agreed
among administrative and faculty
sources alike that such a proposal
would undoubtedly face a long and
bitter battle.
A second proposal is the reduction
of the course load from 36 to 34
units, a system which would require
the student to take only two
winterims during their four years
here. Thus, the faculty, who now
must teach three out of four
winterims, would only teach about
three out of eight in the future.

Another idea is to keep Winterim
and hire additional faculty members,
but the proposal has generally been
dismissed as prohibitive in its cost
factor, which would greatly increase
tuition. A fourth idea also retains
Winterim, but reduces the number
of classes offered each semester,
which simultaneously would increase
the average class size.
One of two compromises under
discussion would move Winterim
from January to May and make it
voluntary for both staff and students,
but this idea has been weakened by
arguments that the month would be
nothing more than another summer
session and that too many faculty
members might refuse to teach the
new interim. The other compromise,
which has received a more receptive
audience, is to grant unit "leaves" to
those professors who exhibit a need
for the extra time to research and/or
write papers. This would allow the
options of teaching only two courses
in one semester or (of) taking off
Winterim.
The question of the faculty's extracurricular activity is the center of
the issue. Many professors feel that
they cannot spend enough time
working on their field of study if
they must teach three courses each
semester, with the additional burden
of planning winterim during the fall.
They argue that this leads to the inability to update one's own knowledge
and the ability to upgrade one's own
(and the University's)reputation.
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The newly formed committee is
composed of John Knutsen (Business and Public Administration),
Michael Curley (English), Bruce
Mann (Economics), Suzanne Olsen
(Physical Therapy), and Eric Lindgren
(Biology). The faculty has also invited ASUPS to appoint two student
members.
One of the liveliest debates will
undoubtedly be over the educational
aspects of Winterim, according to
White House, State Department
andPentagon Officials are denying a
Chicago television station's report
Wednesday night that a deal is in the
works to free the American Embassy
hostages in Iran.
W-L-S T-V quoted unnamed Washington sources as saying five navy
cargo planes are loaded with aircraft parts for Iran and standing by
at McGuire Air Force Base in New
Jersey. The station said the sources
told it that the aircraft parts will be
traded for the hostages.
The 52 Embassy hostages are in
the 348th day of their captivity.
The report said the deal could be
worked out as early as the end of
this week. It said the planes are on
48-hour alert and are ready to go.
But spokesman at the White
House, the State Department and
the Pentagon denied the report.

UPI

By David C. Smith
many faculty members. Another
issue for the committee's consideration, according to Faculty Senate
Chairman John English, will be to
achieve a balance between the needs
of the faculty to find more time to
research and to keep them professionally current and the educational
needs of the student. The committee
is expected to give its first report
during the first week of November.

Independent Presidential
candidate John Anderson said in
Seattle today that it would be a
"grievous error" for the League of
Women Voters to drop him from
Presidential debates on the basis of
one week's poll. The League says it
will reassess Anderson's qualifications this week...possibly opening
the way for a one-on-one CarterReagan debate. Anderson fell to
eight percent in the latest Gallup
Poll.

The Philadelphia Phillies came off
the carpet again tonight...scoring
four times in the eighth inning for a
6-4 victory over Kansas City in gametwo of the World Series.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

Iran claims that its troops killed
more than one-thousand Iraqi soldiers
in an airborne attack in western Iran
today. But Iraq says it has cut off all
roads from the strategic oil city of
Abadan and has taken over the city's
radio station. Earlier today, Kuwait's
news agency said Abadan radio reported Iraqi forces were "trying to
infiltrate inside the city" and then
halted normal broadcasting.

Police in Turkey report that one of
the 13 people wounded during the
Turkish commando rescue of passengers aboard a hijacked jetliner
died today of his injuries. The victim
was a passenger aboard a Turkish
Airlines Jetliner that was hijakced
Monday night by five terrorists who
threatened to blow up the plane if
they were not flown to Saudi Arabia
Please Turn to Page 10, Column 2
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KUPS Doing Well
To ti h
ne

fence to Mr. John Boots'
reference
,,letter in the last issue (Oct. 9, 1980)
of the Trail, I feel that some comment is warranted.
The format of KUPS has undergone some "radical" changes since
last year, as Mr. Boots' letter has indicated Webster's New World Dic;
By David C. Smith
tionary defines the word "radical" as
courses in music history, one course
being "of or from the root or roots;
in conducting, 31/2 units in church
going to the center, foundation or
music, one course from the Religion
source of something." The format of
Department, 5% units in applied
KUPS has done just that; it has gone
music, and 3% units in music electo it's source, the students of U.P.S
tives. This leaves only one unit for
It has gone to the students for it's
an elective (including Winterim!) In
leadership and for its format; both of
fact, the only program which is not
which have been improved.
this specialized is the Bachelor of
The station has gone from a for-I
Arts degree in Music.
mat of punk rock that few of the
I will admit to a narrow perspecstudents listened to, (and who
tive because I am not a musician.
wanted to?) to this year's format of
However, it seems to me that our
mellow rock and jazz. Last year I
School of Music is an art-oriented
don't know how many times I heard
voc/tech school which cranks out orpeople say "I didn't know UPS had
chestra members and organ players.
its own radio station!" as they kept
It is my belief that, at a liberal arts
institution, the Music Department
should be more concerned with turning out creative and inspired composers. Instead, the School of Music
accomplishes what graduate schools
are intended to accomplish.
What can possibly inspire the UPS
Music School graduate to be creaturning the dial of their radio to anytive and innovative in his composithing BUT KUPS. This year, however,
Please Turn to Page 10, Column 3
is different. Many radios in campus
.

Sour Reflection of Liberal Arts
Since the first day of orientation
week, and everyday since then, we
have heard at this institution we can
receive "an education for a lifetime"
and a "liberal arts background."
However, it has come to my attention
that there is one department in particular on this campus which currently minimizes this opportunity for
its students, and, even more unfortunately, the nature of that field demands that a graduate receives a
well-balanced education.
I am specifically referring to the
School of Music. Under its rigid'curriculum, the Music Department
offers eleven different programs for
a Bachelor of Music degree. Ten of
these programs are so intensified
that the only courses the student can
take outside of the Department requirements are the eleven core requirements and one or two electives,
including Winterim. For example, a
major in Church Music (organ) has
seven classes in music theory, three

By Bill Dienst
If you think about it the modem energy crisis seems to be one of the most
characteristic examples of life in the Technological Era. Here we have a national
issue which centers around technical procedures that very few people understand.
The decisions we make today on energy affect us all, and hence the decisions
must evolve with public support. Choices of this kind involve the collective input
from many different fields: for instance, the engineer and scientist, the
urban planner, the economist, the ecologist, the lawyer, and finally,
the voting American public. Consequently, the Energy Debate has become one of the most fervent political issues of our time, and, for
many, the centerpiece of these rhetorical debates has been the
nuclear/solar controversy.
Rarely can nuclear or solar energy be discussed in a group without
creating emotional pro and con barracades. Most people readily become committed to one technology or the other, and refuse to seriously consider the feasability of the "opposite" alternative. As the controversy becomes more polarized, a naive self evident assumption
that an eith , ror solution exists starts to further cloud the controversy.
We can see , time bumper stickers urging us to "Try the Solar Solution
to Nuclear Pollution," while others compare the construction of a nuclear power plant to Jane Fonda's figure. As in many national controversies, the most publicized arguments on both sides become the
most simplemindedly absurd, while the more fundamental questions,
ones that' might lead to solutions, go unpondered by most people.
For example, if you're really concerned about the future of nuclear
and solar energy, have you ever bothered to find the answers to these
questions?
-What is the difference between nuclear fission and fusion?
-How does anuclear power plant work, and how much does it cost?
-What are the real dangers of a nuclear reactor, and how do they
come about?
- What redlly happened at Three Mile Island, and how close did we
come !,) a major health disaster?
-What are the different types of solar technologies, and how do they

work?
-How much energy can we expect from the sun, and how much will
, it cost?
-And finally, what kind of solar research is currently going on?
This series is devoted to answering these questions and more. It can
be easily seen that these questions emphasize the technical,
economical, and environmental aspects of this controversy. There is
also a political realm, but it won't be discussed much here, because
that is the stuff which most contemporary newspaper articles consist
of. Next week: "The Source of Electricity, and What is a Watt?)

should prove his worth to KUPS
before be starts spouting off about

KUPS's worth to the University.
Sincerely,
Muff Geising

Smith's Editorial
Biased
To The Editor
I read first with concern, then amusement, and finally with disgust
the article and editorial on plastic
eating utensils which appeared in
yourlast issue. David C. Smith's editorial shows a severe bias toward the
ever misaligned and poor down-trodden greek system. At least one is led
to believe that from his account. The
statement, "if one expects the
students in the tunnels to behave
like those in the sub, then one must

t rtrt rs-
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N uclearlSolar
Controversy

is not very good Public relations for
the station and I think Mr. Boots

housing and student's cars are
frequently, if not permanently,
tuned to KUPS, and I for one believe
this is due to the fundemental
change in format back to what the
students want to hear.
I might add that this change did
not come about by sheer magic; it
came about through the
conscientious, hard work of the new
music director and the new program
director; they may be new in their
jobs, but at least they know what the
students want to hear.
Mr. Boots evidently knows what we
want to hear, but he won't comply,
as a friend pointed out to me. She
called in a request the other night
during Mr. Boots' 6-9 P.M. show. He
would not play the request, because
he personally didn't like the artist
who sang the song and, as he put it
"I'm not here for my health, lady; I
have to listen to this stuft too!" This

J

treat both groups similarly, "really
had me remembering all the times
greeks told me of the personally
made breakfasts cooked to order. I
always walked away wondering why
the greeks had it so good Now I find
out that both groups should be
equal? Fine, let me order two sunny
side up at the sub then. It is quite
obvious that Dick Grimwood was
forced to take action with plastic
utensils. I am sure all the silver
thrown away was unintentional,"
but that does not bring it out of the
can it was thrown into. .1 here is
enough tension between greeks and
independents, and when the artit Ies
written seem to show the greeks being discriminated against, as always,
that is not the whole truth. lust once
I would like the greeks to he "eager
to admit a mistake and make amends."
Mark Turner
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Senate Report
Conduct Code Revisions.
Senator Dave Smith presented the
revisions which University President
Phil Phibbs has suggested for the
new Conduct Code. Senate members
discussed and accepted all proposed
revisions, which were concerned
mainly with syntax corrections. The
conduct code is scheduled to be approved by the Trustees on October
24 if they have sufficient time to
read the code before their meeting.
Intramural Council.
The new constitution for the Intramural Program is not part of
ANUPS, according to Senator Dave
Almoslino, but its purpose is to get
the Intramural Council and its constitution recognized. The new program involves the council, plus an
administrative board whose chief
function is to organize Intramurals.
Applications will be taken for members of the board, from which two
will be selected.
ASUPS Business Vice-President
Slim Hubert recommended that.rirst
Aid Equipment be required at the
sight of all intramural games, in case
of an accident.

Senate members officially recognized the I.M. Council and its constitution, the majority of which was
composed by Tom Mays.
Student Court.
According to Senate member
Aaron Peterson, the constitution provides that the alternate members of
Student Court automatically
become full-fledged members upon
graduation or resignation of other
Student Court members. Because of
this, last years alternates, Greg
Buckley and Randy Wasserman will
be members of the Court, along with
Robert Woods, K. C. Edwards, and
John Thomas. Bruce Sadler, Janet
Milam and Brent Hannon will serve
as alternates.
Governance
Article Two, Sections 1 and 2, of
the By-laws of the Governance Committee were questioned at
Thursdays meeting by Student Court
Member Robert Woods. These sections provide that the Governance
Committee must report to Senate
any proposed changes, and if approved by Senate, these changes will
be submitted to the Student Court
for finalization. Mr. Woods ques-

tioned this, feeling that perhaps the
Governance Committee should
report directly to Student Court.
Senator Aaron Peterson explained
that it was easier for Governance to
report to Senate since they meet on
a weekly basis, rather than to the
Court which has no regularly scheduled meetings. Also, the provisions
allow Senate to screen the proposals,
so that the Student Court does not
have to deal with all changes that
are brought up. Mr. Woods consented
that this was valid reasoning.
The by-laws of the Governance
Committee were approved by
Senate members.
Student positions.
Senate Members approved the appointment of Christi Senff, and Kathi
Williams to the Board of Student
Communications. Russ Tromley will
serve as an alternate.
Five names were approved by
Senate members as nominations for
the Committee of Student Diversity.
Two of these will be selected to
serve on the committee.
Laura Fleming was approved as an
alternate to the Governance
Committee.

ASUPS President Carl Perkins announce that John Spellman has requested twenty-five prominent
students to endorse him as a candidate for Governor. Any interested
persons please see Perkins.
Miscellaneous.
—The Logger Ledger will be going to
press Monday, October 13, which is
actually earlier than last year. The
,campus directory should be ready
for distrubution two weeks from that
date.
—Primary elections were cancelled
due to the number of candidates
running. Candidates will continue
their tours to the living groups
Monday and Tuesday, the 13th and
14th of October. Finals will be held
October 16th and 17th, as scheduled,
and voting will take place in the SUB
and in the tunnels.
--ASUPS Business Vice-President
Slim Hubert announced that the insurance claim for the van has been
filed and all repairs look justified.
There is a $50.00 deductible on the
insurance policy.

OPINION

Homecoming Dance 1980 is a Big Success
Union House. Seating for the show
was full and many other observers
stood or found extra chairs on which
to stand. Out of the fifteen volunteers
for hypnosis, eleven went under successfully, inspiring a lot of approval
from the audience...along with a lot
of hysterical laughter. The
performance lasted almost an hour
and a half, and excited talk about
the event heard throughout the rest
of the evening.
1 ne finale of the evening, "No
Cheese Please," sent students rock in'
and rollin' in the snack bar area. The
dance floor continued to grow 'til it
extended to the walls of the room
Due to the great time the students
appeared to be having, nobody
seemed to mind getting hot and
sweaty.
Those in a more mellow mood
layed back and relaxed in the Union
House while munching on hot nachos

Last Friday night, 400-500 UPS students from all over campus came together in the SUB to eat, drink, and
be merry at the annual Homecoming
Dance. The turnout of people and
the success of the entertainment
was a big improvement over last
year when the dance took place in
Seattle.
The authentic spirit of the 1920's
prevailed in the Great Hall from 9:30
to approximately 12:30. A surprising
number of students bravely tried
their hand at "the swing" while a 12piece ensemble called "Super Sound"
recreated the Big Band era with
oldies-but-goodies like "In the Mood."
Most of those who attended enthusiastically dressed for the theme many suits and ties, semi-formal
dresses, and 1920ish gangster-style
hats could be picked out among the
crowd.
The next point of interest at the
dance was the hypnotist show in the

Ragtime in
Fieldhouse
Credited with touching off the ragtime revival, the Grammy Award
winning New England Ragtime
Ensemble comes to the University of
Puget Sound Fieldhouse Monday,
Oct. 20, at 8 p.m. Join the footstomping, toe-tapping crowd and
delight in a brilliant and unforgettable performance.
Tickets are $3 for the UPS Cultural
Events Presentation. They are available at the Bon and the UF$ Infocenter,

.

and listening to the sounds of a 3man jazz band.
Unfortunately, the ASB did not
decide until the last minute that the
publicized admission cost of $3.50
could be changed to $1 75. Some
students telt that the potential turnout could have been a lot larger it
the change had been announced earlier. Many students had already decided that $3.50 "just wasn't worth it,"
or that the amount was large enough
to discourage students already suffering financial problems (a lack of
funds for dates, a broken-down jalopy, etc.). Because the general consensus of students was that the
dance was a lot of fun, there were a
lot of others who now wish they
could have known about the price
change, and regret that they were
not able to take part in probably the
most successful Homecoming event

$1.89

By Crystal Wagely
that was organized by the ASB this
year
Over $1,500 was spent on entertainment alone anu the amount of
people that were allowed to see it
was relatively small compared to the
size of the school The ASB made
back less than a third of the money
they spent on the event, but it hadn't
expected to come near to breaking
even if the original admission price
of $3.50 had been charged. It was
clear to all involved that having the
Homecoming Dance.on campus was
a big success, and hopefully, next
year even more students will take
part in all the festivities it includes.
The "Eruption of Corruption" theme
brought to mind a lot of corruption,
but there wasn't any Students were
cooperative this time...but even with
the lack of corruption, the dance
sis a real experience.
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Winterim
Schedule

1

LUNCH SPECIAL
sandwich,
beans and sm. drink

Winterim '81 course schedules
will be available for pick up on the
afternoon of Monday, October 20 in
the Registration Office. Registration
for Winterim will be the week of
November 17-21; students enrolled
this term will receive registration
appointment times by mail. The appointment will be sent to the local
address on file. If you have moved,
please change your address in the
Registrar's Office._
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Choice

Dinner Coupon

$1.00 OFF

of:

Beef
Ham
Pork
Hot Links

Choice of
Spareribs
! S•719 61k Aw.
752-2220
1.00-Ssi fleat-fpw

Beef

Hon,
Beefribs

Chicken
Hot Links

Reg..$2.9.%
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Coffee' Shops Changes Theme

Book Review:

VODKA: An Old Book Worth Reading
By David C. Smith
THE PROFESSORS LIKE VODKA. Harold Loeb. Soutnern Illinois
University Press, 1974. First published in 1927. 266 pages. Available in
UPS library.
"Our minds are being stultified by monotony. Fifteen years on a
university campus would turn a dragon-fly into an oyster." Such is the
plight of a college professor! Bill Halsey and John Mercado are two
rather drab college profs on the loose in Paris during the 1920's.
Mercado began to fear that he was becoming "a mummy just because
his vocation, for nine months of the year, was to inculcate overgrown
schoolboys with embalmed classics." Halsey is so sure he wants to
relive his youth, but he is nervous that he too may be one of "the old
fogies."
So, with the help of a former student, the two intellects indulge in
Parisian social activity with relish. Halsey falls in love with a
voluptuous Russian, Vera, before twenty pages of the novel have
passed. So much for drabness. Mercado, on the other hand, sees a
mysterious and beautiful Russian girl in the same cabaret, and her
poise intrigues him. Their relationship becomes the focus of the novel.
The irony of the novel is that Cleopatre is a B-girl who, when drunk,
admits to Mercado of having killed many Jews during the war - and
enjoying it. Mercado, a member of the race his lover hates, then goes
through many personal crises and conflicts. Should he attempt
revenge? Should he attempt to disclose his secret to her and salvage
the relationship? Or should he attempt a curious blend of the two
possibilities?
The ending, although bizarre and at times confusing, is originally
witty. In fact, sarcasm and satire govern the course of the book.
Loeb's satire of universities is especially creative. Mercado gripes that
"we. poor college professors cannot appease our emotional poverty
by the gambler's thrill. Which may account for the fantastic pettiness
of Faculty meetings."
Loeb's style of writing is amazingly modern for a novel of the 1920's.
He was
heavily influenced by the books of his friends, including
Ernest Hemmingway, Malcolm Cowley (to whom VODKA is
dedicated), James Joyce, and Ezra Pound.
This novel is in print as a selection in the Lost American Fiction
series, a series which republishes works that are worth rereading as
social or literary documents.

"I like to come in here just to be put into the renovations or into
here," said a senior. other ASUPS sponsored activities.
"I love the atmosphere but hatei "This facility is for the students
the name -- and you can quote me on and all my remodeling has been
that," declared a bold sophomore. aimed at making this place for
"I come in to play these fantastic students to come into whenever
machines," a junior reported. they're at loose ends," Weisbart, a
Who, what or where are these junior, said.
people? They are all UPS students
Using psychology, Weisbart
who eat, relax, read, or play the selected earth tones, browns and
computer games in the Union greens, to stimulate "socializing and
House. interaction" among students.
Confused about just where this He said that students are definitely
mysterious "House" is located? The responding to the new atmosphere
cellar was buried over the summer and the "extras" The Union House
months -- gone are the tacky brown provides.
tiles, the MacDonald's wall colors
"We have five newspapers brought
and the familiar Cellar sign.
in every morning for anyone who
The ASUPS eaterie, managed by wants to read them. ' , We put them
Doug Weisbart for the past two in the coffee bar and added fresh
years, is now The Union House. French pastries to a new breakfast
Weisbart transformed the Cellar menu," Weisbart explained.
from a seldon-visited dungeon into a
The Union House serves over 500
popular,
and
prof it-mak ing, people per day - and has three
alternative to SUB food last year. distinct lunchtime shifts, depending
Currently, he is ditching the cellar's on the soap opera schedule.
cafeteria aura . and. emphasizing
"At lunch, every seat is filled three
friendly, comfortable surroundings - times," the manager said.
a student-run "hang-out" for "We average 25-30 people in the
students. place at all time during the day: .
"Last year, we concentrated on An advertising and accounting
turning this place into a viable food major, Weibart caters to those 500
service operation. It's another customers' appetites. He has vast
choice to the SUB food, NIWA culinary experience as the owner
house (for faculty and staff) and the
By Lyn Sawyer
and manager of a catering business
Christ so I ask people to send what
Snack Bar. We just wanted to get
Last Tuesday night nationally
(during summer vacations) in his
they feel it is worth to them."
people down here to eat, "Weibart
known Christian-gospel singer, Keith
hometown, Denver, Colorado.
He sang such songs as "You Love
said.
Green, held a free concert to a
"I love researching and designing
the World," "Your Love Broke
"We have a 5-minute service policy
capacity crowd in the Fieldhouse.
new menu items," he said. "We
Through," "T he Victor," and the
- if you don't get served your food 5
Green came on stage as a dormant
have a chef salad and are
"Easter Song," receiving strong
minutes after you place your order,
bomb waiting to explode and thus
developing a taco salad, an egg, ham
approval from the audience.
we'll pay for your meal."
caught the audience off guard. He
and cheeselogger for breakfast, and
He focused on what the word
Fast service, fresh daily baked
warned the audience they would
we make 'em you bake 'em pizza.'
"Christian" means in today's society.
breads and innovative management
leave feeling sad and depressed.
The pizza would be sold at cut-rate
saying a Christian will believe anytechniques did draw students down
"Feel good?" he asked. "Well, that
price to students and we'd provide
thing because he does not • think..
to the "old" Cellar, and enabled
won't last long."
the oven to cook the pizza in."
"Why do you think God calls be
"I know how to manipulate an auWeisbart and the ASUPS to use the
Although he is eager to try new
lievers sheep?" he asked . "Because
restaurant's profits to renovate and
dience" Green said, "I have played
ideas, Weisbart also is willing to
sheep
are dumb, and that's what
redesign. Thus the Union House
all
over
the
country
and
I
know
how
admit failures.
Christians are, a bunc h of dumb
concept was born.
to get an audience emotionally high,
"The coffee bar isn't working -- the
sheep."
"The name - The Union House but I don't do that any more."
students don't want it So I'm going
Today's Christian is nothing mon.
Green blasted the church for its
has confused students. We're not
to try another idea. We'll put in an
than an object running through
finished decorating so students
commercialism and propaganda
old fashioned soda fountain and
type of assembly line-stamped
don't understand my theme,
tactics, pointing out that it is not at
wait for students' reactions." he
"leaning to the lett, leaning to thi ,
"Weisbart noted. "I'll have pictures
all like the church described in the
continued.
right, to stand up sit down, and tight,
and posters of the Union Army, the
Bible and therefore today has a very
A random (and unscientific)
fight, fight." Green emphasised that
weak
impact.
This
is
one
reason
he
Union Railroad, Union bosses of the
survey revealed that students are
today's "socialized" Christian bears
gave for no longer selling his
30s and 40s and a Union Avenue
flocking to "Their own place," The
a "posturepedic cross with
albums; "Selling God is wrong. No
sign. In the center of the Union
Union House.
comfortable cushing and massaging
one should be denied to hear about
House, on a wall, I'll have a short
history explaining what a student
Please Turn to Page 6, Column 4 ,
Union is really supposed to be."
By Garry Trudeau
permission
Bo
by United I Press,Syndicate
Until the decorating - and the
theme - is complete, students will
?WEE
YEARS
OF
SUMMER
TWO YEARS CS' COGLE6E
probably continue struggling with
CAMP 0 $700; CLOTH/N6
ft/500 PER YEAR; FOUR
MARX;
FOR NINETECN YEARS
the awkward name, Weisbart
YEARS OF SECONORRY
HAVE
$2710; F0013 FOR SAME;
_SCHOOL @ $3500; 4-76Hr
ME,
admitted. However, business is
PREPARED
YEARS Otc- peAggRy so ca_ $Z3 415:53; cw.e/srAmis
FATHER?
A BILL.
booming and students are coming in
$3380; NURSERY SCHOOL
Pee-semi-5i 0 920.60;
FOR
YOU
just to enjoy a break, sit and talk, or
TOTRI,P65,257/3.
f.2/35watch T.V.
The most popular features of The
Union House are the two new
computer games. Student staff said
the two machines are in use of 40-50
minutes each hour in the last week."
Agus Irawan, a junior, wanted to
"split the profits" on the-new
machine, but Weisbart declined,
since all the Union House profits are

Singer

Doonesbury

r

a

Provokes Reflection
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Backstage at ARS Concert
After all of the contract negotiations have been set and the
promoters have done their utmost to
push advance publicity for a rock
concert, it all is reduced to the activity on the day of the show. And
the most prominent figures in dayof-the-show preparations are the
road crew. Without them, a gig
would never get off its feet. The
road crew is comprised of those
anonymous vagabonds that literally
make rock a group's concert tour
happen. I, along with 15 other students, assisted the Atlanta Rhythm
Section's road crew in staging the
Homecoming Concert.
With the stage scaffolding
previously assembled, we waited to
be told what to do. At about 12:15
p.m., a gaudily-customized bus
pulled up to the Fieldhouse, drove
up the curb sideways (coming
dangerously close to dumping the
top-heavy rig) and came to an abrupt
halt. Georgia licence plates—yep,
this was them. A bunch of guys
clambered off the bus—clad in
assorted ARS t-shirts and jackets
with road crew I.D. tags clipped to
them—and marched straight into the
Fieldhouse without as much as a nod
of recognition to the knot of us out
front wearing the "Concert Staff" tshirts. 1 hey had one thing on their
minds; they wanted to see the hall
and its stage.
We followed the entourage in and
watched one of the guys hop up on
stage and immediately start jumping
up and down, testing its strength.
"Damn, y'all, check out this lumber.
It's strong as hell!" he exclaimed to
his fellow roadies, who were busy
picking over the breakfast spread
furnished for them as part of their
"riders"—specific demands in the
concert contract. Soon, between
mouthfuls of doughnut, sips of
coffee and spoonfuls of Frosted
Flakes, the rest of the guys were
bouncing up and down and variously
scrutinizing the stage. It didn't take
them long to point out the areas that
had to be worked on and modified,
but overall they said it was what
they had asked for. During this inpection, a couple more of the crew
came in and took time to annouce,

"The trucks are here," before
burying themselves in the task of
constructing a breakfast.
After hurriedly shoving down their
food, the dozen road crew members
got down to work. Unloading their
two semis of equipment was almost
choreograph. We were merely
grunts, bodies that carried out their
orders. That is not to say that they
did not work, but they were shrewd
enough to let us eager helpers do the
majority of the heavy lifting and
pushing, while they mostly gave
orders. The commands they barked
out, in a friendly, Carteresque
Georgian drawl, were so precise as
to explain the easiest way to lift a
light board down, which way to turn
the wheels on a speaker and other
minute details. This road crew knew
their jobs backwards and forwards
and were extremely efficient. The
UPS stop was in the third week of a
six-week U.S. tour which followed on
the heels of a Japan tour. In addition, some of the road crew had
been working with ARS since the
band's beginnings about 10 years
ago. Their experience and
professionalism was easy to see.
Just five hours later, set-up
was complete. All that was left were
sound and light checks. In the
process, little sweat had been
wasted. Equipment did not have to
be repositioned during any of the
proceedings. A job was done once
and it was done right. What
surprised me most was the lack of
screwing around that went on. I had
the impression that road crews were
non-stop partiers and proponents of
gonzotic madness, but there was no
slack cut with these guys for anyone
who was there to play. The work was
carried out in a serious, almost
subdued, context with only
occasional banter and insults tossed
about, none of which affected the
progress of one's work.
The band members have nothing
but trust and respect for their road
crew. They didn't even show up until
the opening act, Jr. Cadillac, had
begun its set. They did not do sound
checks or even make sure to see that
their instruments got on stage--the
road crew took care of all that. The

Kappa Sigma named most muscular dystrophy float
creative
for
their during Homecoming

lbyPaulfroondahl

road crew's chores during the show
included running all of the technical
equipment involved with lights and
sound to selling ARS memorabilia.
They are not taken for granted by
the performers either. All of their
names appear, with a special thank
you from the band, on each of the
group's eight albumns.
I was intimidated, to say the least,
when met at the door of the Exercise
Physiology Lab (where the band
members were waiting to go on in
about 15 minutes) by the sternfaced, hulking massivity of manager
Sammie Ammons. I timidly told him
who I was and that I would like an
interview as he gruffly pulled me
into the room and told me I had five
minutes. I was immediately struck
by the irony of the scene. Normally
filled with half-naked athletes and
the smell of analgesic balm, the
smoke-filled room smelled like a
delicatessen. Four members of the
band and Ammons were busy
chowing down on the conservative,
but plentiful feast spread betore
them. Hands wrapped tightly around
sandwiches and
overflowing

swilling ice-cold Perrier water and V8 juice; nobody was too excited
about talking to me, but
drummer/percussionist Roy Yeager
was very cooperative about
answering my questions and seemed
to be designated spokesman.
I wondered how he liked playing
college gigs, which this current tours
has mainly consisted of "Great No

problems whatsoever," said the 30year-old Yeager, a well-traveled
session musician, who took over for

rummer Robert Nix about two
years ago after leaving for medical
!reasons.
"I think most of them (college
audiences) have been a bit calmer
than a lot of the shows we do, say in
a civic center or auditorium. Of
course the outdoor shows are always
outrageous (ARS has played to
crowds over 50,000). College shows
are real subdued compared to
them."
Although they don't consider
themselves a rock band that draws a
rowdy audience, Yeager commented
that "at some of the larger shows,
like those outdoors or at the big
civic centers, you're gonna get a certain percentage of people that have
come to get rowdy and have a good
time and they're gonna let it be
known."
It was a bit hard to concentrate on
the interview while the ironic figure
of bass player Paul Goddard—who
could only politely be described as
obese—with cigaret in mouth and
Perrier bottle in one hand was
grunting and huffing and puffing
away on an exercise bicycle behind
my ear. He kept yelling out how fast
he had the speedometer up to.
Regardless, I persisted.
Yeager conceded that the thrust of
the new ARS album, "The Boys From
Doraville" (Polydor), is back to more
Please Turn to Page 9, Column 1
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Pauling: Hope for
Cancer Patients in

Vitamin C?
Note: Dr. Linus Pauling will be visiting UPS during the first
week of November.
In my article "How Vitamin C Improves Health" I mentioned that a large
intake of vitamin C has value in helping to control the common cold, influenza, hepatitis, schizophrenia, and other diseases. Only brief mention
was made of cancer. Interest in prophylactic and therapeutic use of
vitamin C against cancer is now so great as to justify a fuller discussion of
this question.
Despite the expenditure of billions of dollars on cancer research,
there has been during the last 25 years essentially no decrease in the
incidence of cancer or increase in the average time of survival after
the patient is diagnosed as having cancer. There is now a real possibility that both the incidence and the average survival time can be significantly improved by use of vitamin C. •
Our work in this field began about seven years ago, when I read the
book HYALURONIDASE AND CANCER that had been written by Dr.
Ewan Cameron and published in 1966. Dr. Cameron, who was Consultant Surgeon (now Chief Consultant Surgeon) in Vale of Leven Hospital,
Loch Lomondside, Scotland, advanced the thesis that the most important factor in determining the incidence, progress, and outcome of
cancer is the effectiveness of the natural protective mechanisms of
the human body and that a considerable control over cancer might be
achieved if we could find some way of stimulating our natural
protective mechanisms to greater effectiveness. Over a period of
years he searched for such treatment, but without succeSs .1. He had
emphasized the possibility of strengthening the intercellular cement
and thus making the normal tissues stebnger and more resistant to infiltration by a malignant tumor. In 1971 I pointed out that the intercellular cement is strengthed by the presence in it of fibrils of the protein collagen, which act like the steel rods in reinforced concrete, and
that an increased intake of vitamin C should result in the synthesis of
more collA gen fibrils and the consequent strenghtening of the normal
tissues. j1We now know that vitamin C also makes the immune mechanisms of the body more effective.
Dr. Cameron (who soon became a Non-resident Fellow of our Institute) wrote to me in 1971, asking how much vitamin C should be given
to the patients. My answer, 10 grams per day, was largely based on the
fact that most animals manufacture about this amount (calculated, to
the body weight of a human being); it is unlikely that the animals
would make this amount if it were not needed to keep them in good
health. Clinical trials were cautiously begun by Cameron with patients
with terminal cancer in Vale of Leven Hospital in November 1971,
usually with 10 grams of sodium ascorbate per day, administered intravenously for the first ten days and by mouth thereafter.
Over 500 patients with terminal cancer have been placed on
ascorbate therapy. The results obtained are so promising that nearly
all the cancer patients who come to Vale of Leven Hospital now receive the vitamin, as do also many of the cancer patienq of other
doctors in the neighboring regions. A few physicians in the United
States have also begun use of vitamin C with cancer patients.
The value of vitamin C for patients with advanced cancer is indicated by
the results of a study of the first 100 patients with "untreatable"
cancer who received ascorbate, usually 10 grams per day, in comparison with 1000 controls, 10 for each ascorbate-treated patient, matched
for sex, age, and type of cancer, who also had been pronounced untreatable and who did not receive ascorbate. At the time this report
was written 16 of the ascorbate-treated patients were still alive, whereas all of the controls had died. Now, one year later, 13 of these "hope
less" patients are still alive, some as long as five years after having
been pronounced untreatable, and most of them are in such apparent
good health as to suggest that they now have normal life expectancy
Moreover, the ascorbate-treated-patients who died had survival times,
after being pronounced untreatable, several times after those of their
matched controls, and enjoyed better general health during the
final months of their lives.
As much as 1 tfifty mg) of vitamin C per day has been administered,
both intravenously and orally, to patients with advanced cancer, and
there is some evidence that the larger intakes are considerably more
effective than the intake of 10 grams per day. The present evidence indicates that vitamin C is effective against all kinds of cancer, but, of
course, its effectiveness may be greater for some than for others.
Many studies will have to be carried out to find the answers to the
various important questions about vitamin C and cancer.
Our applications to the National Cancer Institute have been unsuccessful and the American Cancer Society has shown a lack of interest
in our work. It is my opinion that the discovery of the value of large
doses of vitamin C may before long be recognized las constituting the
most important contribution to the control of cancer that has been
made during the last 25 years.
C

Elizabeth Winilior and Larry Hansen in scene from
"Shadowbox."

"Shadowbox' Opens

Inside Theatre Season
By Mike Fukushima
"The Shadowbox" by playwright
Michael Cristofer will open the 198081 season Oct. 17 at 8 p.m. for UPS'
Inside Theater. The play (which won
a Pulitzer prize & Tony Awards in
1977) centers around three terminal
cancer patients who live in seperate
cotagges on hospital grounds. It's a
drama about their anxieties and
their coming to grips with the
finality of their condition-a
preordained future whose only imponderable is its exact length.
To add realism to the actors &
actresses portrayal, Director Tom
Somerville had the nine central
characters read books, watch films
and discuss the feeling that must
come with the knowledge of
imminent death. Professor
Somerville was able to talk to the
director of Tacoma Hospice, a
program which aids the terminally ill
of Tacoma and discuss the many
problems the patients face.
Although his cast was never able to
speak to a terminally ill patient he
claimed the experience of the play
has made them realize more about
life.

.

Dr Ewan Cameron and Dr. Linus Pauling at the Linus
Pauling Institute laboratory in Menlo Park

Somerville states, "It's a
magnificent play that has so many
good moments. A funny piece with
many humorous scenes but yet a
tragic tale of these people who are
in a hospital to die." Poignant scenes
which are emotionally staggering
tend to be hard to portray. "The
main characters are given parts
where they will die in the end. A
strange irony exists in that they must
pretend to act out the play with the
intent of life. "The Shadowbox" is
really
a story about life.

Gospel Singer
Continued from Page 4
fingers, not at all like the cross Christ
bore nor the suffering."
He also stressed the cop-out by the
church with slogans like "I Found
It," which Green said left one to
question the meaning of "It," and
the toll-free numbers that roll across
the television screen of most church
programs encouraging donations.
"Can't you just see the hand coming
out of the T.V. set asking for
money?" he asked.
The dominant theme throughout
Green's performance was the
concept of worldliness, claiming;
"if there are so many things in this
world to make everyone feel so
good, then why is the world in such a
mess?"
He quoted the Book of Revelations Chapter Three which states
that God prefers one to be either
"hot" or "cold" in.their acceptance
of Him, but the "lukewarm, He will
vomit from His mouth." Green told
the audience to pray and ask God to
help them get out of the rut of
worldliness.
Green's approach was a comical
one to what he termed as a "serious
mess" meaning the structure of
today's church. His message was
intended to be self-convicting, and
looking at the somber trance-like
expressions of the audience, it was.
He specifically instructed the
audience to leave silently and not
discuss the concert, but rather to
"pray and ask God to help you
accept His graces."
Analogous to the theme of Green's
message was his statement that
"walking into a church doesn't make
you a Christian, just like walking into
MacDonalds doesn't make you a
hamburger."
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Hear The Fall Term Lineup
6:30-9:00

Curt Price

MON

Classical

12:00-3:00

9:00-12:00
Mellow Rock

Paul Christensen

Uncle Bob
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Greg Jones

and Jazz —
Mellow Rock

WED

and Jazz .
Mellow Rock
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and Jazz
Mellow Rock
and Jazz
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.
Sara Laney

Jay Lloyd
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Classical

%

'

Uncle Bob
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( Sue Cuyler

...,.........,
Karen Tomusk

John Mailman

Paul Christensen

Tim Prasil

Dave Elliot

Jim Montecucco
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Sam Chandler

Mellow Rock
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Reek

Eric Bumgarner

Jeff Breland

Rock

Reek

Mark Turner
Classical

\
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Shelley Winship

lay Lloyd

Rock

SU N

Dave I Iliott

. "

,....

Ni/

SAT

'Bob Moore

....................,.._.._._4

and Jazz
Mellow Rock

TU E

grad Ackerman

Luke Mild

/9:00-12:00

6:00-9 .00

3:00-6:00

0•

Rock
Bob Wise

Reek

Ron Robinson
Jazz

Russ Ivy
Jazz

Public Affairs and Jazz

/--r--\
Vi:b)

RADIO
CODE

111111

I

The Only Station You'llEver Need
Believers Fellowship Music Hour ,

■
i

12-1pm
Morning Worship: St. Paul's Unite& Methodist Church
Sunday at 11:15 am
Public Affairs Program Sunday
10-11 am and pm

On-Campus ',Sunday .9-10pm

Bedtime Stories

Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday

at 11pm
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Movie Review:

"Joni": a Haunting,
Gladdening, Film
By David C. Smithl

"Joni," starring Joni Eareckson and Bert Ramsen, is playing at the Roxy
Theater, 901 Broadway. Check newspaper for show times. Rated G.

"Joni" is the true story of Joni Eareckson, who as the result of a
diving accident in 1967, severed her spinal cord and left her paralysed
from the neck down. Despite this handicap, her biographies, her
artwork, and her new movie have received national attention.
The movie, in which Joni plays herself, presents two storylines.
First, it deals with the emotional and physical traumas of a person
whose handicap seems to render her unfit for survival. Second, the
movie focuses on Joni's growth as a born-again Christian. Let's face it,
though, the former is by far the more interesting and compelling. The
religious aspect of the film is too close to the "look how great things
can be if you're a Christian" movies that nuns used to show us at
Sunday Catechism. In the long run, unfortunately, this weakens the
diilm; it is incapable of reaching the powerful impact that it would have
had if only one theme was pursued.
Joni herself is fascinating. Not only is she a stunningly beautiful
women, but her persistance is admirable as well Refusing to succumb
to her handicap, she learns to draw using her mouth. Her paintings are
varied in style and theme; they range from agonizing self-portraits to
colorful landscapes. One drawing even won a national competition,
and the judging panel had no knowledge of Joni's situation.
One of the-best aspeCts of the film is its portrayal of the different
men in Joni's life: her boyfriend when she had the accident and his
guilty feelings about leaving her; a local preacher's son who
introduces her to the Bible; and a man who falls in love with her and
comes to believe that he can cure her through his faith in God, and
then leaves her when he fails.
Joni spends much of the film wrestling with difficulties in adhering
to her religious convictions. She wonders how "God could have done
this to her," to which the preacher's son responds "Did you expect
God to change the laws of gravity just for you?" In the end, she
converts back and stumps for God in chapels and stadiums
throughout the country.
"Joni," although not the best of its kind, is nonetheless an
inspirational film which haunts and gladdens the viewer.
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Many Years Ago. • •
Many Years Ago...
1951 - The proposed changes in the
convocation code include that
a student will get a credit per
1956 - President and Mrs. Dwight
sem. for going to chapel, and 8
Eisenhower visited the UPS
credits are required for graduaCampus, and drew over 6000
tion.
people to see them.
1978 - The Cellar is now under new
1959 - Fifty-five men crammed into
management and has gone
the new student center fireplace.
under a lot of changes and
additions, including a new big
1959 - Total Environment reaches
screen television and a new
2,140.
stereo
October 16-23

.

WEEKLY CALENDAR
Thursday, October 16
5:30 p.m. Student Senate meeting in
the McCormick Room of the Library.
7:00 p.m. Wesley Christian Fellowship in the Chapel.

••

—

8:00 p.m. "The Shadowbox" will
open the season for the Inside
Theatre. $3.00 admission with
student ID.

••

6:00, 8:10, and 10:20. Campus Films:
"French Pstcards" in McI006. $.50
admission with UPS ID.

.

-

FULL FEATURED MUMMY BAG. Oval hood and "elephant
foot". Royal blue, brown or dark green ripstop nylon outer shell and ripstop nylon
lining. Specify right-hand or left-hand zipper if you plan to mate two of these bags.
33" x 84" with wide shoulder area. 31/2 lbs. Hollofill II®.
EXTRA LONG MUMMY BAG: Identical to U-03. but 92" long
with 4 lbs. Hollofil Il® For people over 6'2" tall. A U-03 and a U-04 can be
mated, and the tops of the two bags will match up.
All bags are mateable! All bags have top quality nylon coil or molded nylon zippers
and full insulation along the entire zipper! All bags come complete with stuff sack!
All bags have drawstring top and velcro! All. bags have "cord-lok" spring
closures! All bags sell for double these prices and even more in retail stores! 11 you
are not satisfied for any reason. return your unused bag for prompt refund or replacement, as you specify.
-

7-11

UPS LUNCH SPECIAL
"Eat like a logger
Sink your teeth into a
chili dogger"
Chili Dog
Chips
20oz Drink

Please send me, direct from the factory, the following sleeping bag(s).
U-01 rectangular bags at $40.00 ea. Ll red, ❑ blue
U 02 tapered. backpacker, bags at $45.00 ea.
U 03 mummy bags at $50.00 ea. ❑ right, C left
U 04 extra-long mummy bags at $60.00 ea. ❑ right,

$1 .49

-

-

-

left

Name
Address.
City/State/Zip
For shipment within torty-eight hours please send money order, certified, tellers or cashiers check All
orders paid for by personal check will be shipped 11 days after order is received
C 0 0 orders accepted with $10 per bag deposit, however. you pay an U P S charges Ws pay all shipping charges on all prepaid bags. NYS residents add sales tax.

$
enclosed in: ❑ money order, ❑ check, ❑ C.O.D. deposit.
Make checks payable and mail to: SLEEPING BAGS UNLIMITED
65 Remsen Street, Cohoes, New York 12047

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE INQUIRIES INVITED'

cn
00

••
Sunday, October 19

6:00, 8:10, and 10:20 p.m. Campus
Film: "French Postcards" in McI006
$.50 admission with student ID.

9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m. A Seminar on the
"Psychodynamics of Performance,"
designed for singers, instramentalists,
teachers, actors, and other performers; presented by Michael Kysar in
the Kilworth Chapel Lounge. $2.00
for students. Call 756-3253 to preregister.

All bags are triple layer, offset, quilted construction with no ''cold spots
All bags
have DuPont's Dacron Hollofil Ile fiberfill insulation and are tested for comfort in
sub-zero weather
U.01
RECTANGULAR BAG. Red or blue nylon shell and nylon lining.
33" x 84". Full separating zipper (when open, it becomes a comforter). 3 lbs.
Hollofil II®
U 02-- BACKPACKER (tapered) BAG. Rust or brick ripstop nylon shell
& tan nylon lining. 33" x84" x23' Full separating zipper 21/2 lbs. Hollowfil

8:00 p.m. "The Shadowbox" at the
Inside Theatre. $3.00 with UPS ID.

Friday, October 17

Saturday, October 18

SHRIEK, SLEEP AND CUDDLE
All Winter in Cozy Comfort!
Sleeping Bags - 50% Off

8:00 p.m. Faculty Recital; Margaret
Ponack on the flute, performing
works of Marcelio, Hidemith,
Sancan, Villa-Lobos, and Demersseman. Jacobsen Recital Hall.

with UPS ID
(401
:4211
Reg.
$2.09

12:00 p.m. Tours and Travel trip to
the Olympia Brewery and Tumwater
Falls
6:00, 8:10, and 10:00 p.m. Campus
Film: "French Postcards," $.50 with
UPS ID
6:30 p.m. Catholic Mass in the
Kilworth Chapel.
•

Monday, October 20
8:00 p.m. New England Ragtime Ensemble, in the Fieldhouse. $1.50
with UPS ID.1/2

••
Tuesday, October 21
12:15 p.m. Brown Bag Concert.
4:00 p.m. Tuesday Tea and Sherry at
the Langlow House
.

8:00 p.m.
A Debate on Nuclear
Energy, sponsored by the Lectures
Committee, in the SUB Lounge.

••
Wednesday, October 22
5:00 p.m. Winterim in France, a
meeting for interested students in
theLibrary, Room 217.
7:00 p.m. The economics Club is
sponsoring a debate between the
district representatives for each
of the three candidates. It will be
held in the SUB Lounge.

••
Thursday, October 23

Mon Fri
11:30 1:30
available at:
6th and Alder only
-

-

12:00 p.m. Professor Esther Wagner
will present "The Poems of Yeats,'-'
in the Kilworth Chapel. Sponsored
by the English Majors Association.
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ARS Performs
basic rock 'n rolls and away from the
image of a Top 40 pop groups. " In
all likelihood, we'll go back into the
studio some during November and
start some more recording. We do
like touring though and just finished
a very successful tour of Japan
and hope to go back there around
the first part of the year."
Keyboardist and co-writer, Dean
Daughtry, made the process of
writing hit songs like "Imaginary
Lover" sound like a piece of cake.
"We go to a place called Lake
Eufala, Alabama where there's an
old cabin. Usually we have some
ideas that we get at home, on the
road or whatever, and then we get
together there, put 'em together and
make songs out of 'em," he said.
I asked Yeager if there was still a
specialness about each performance
after so many years of concerts and
touring. "Oh definitely," he
emphasized. "If there wasn't I don't
think we'd be doing it. We play hard
every time we go out. Let's face it,
it's very competitive and if you don't
go out with that kind of attitude,
you're not gonna be around for long.
We've (ARS) been around for goin'
on 11 years now, so that should say
somethin'. The music market's
gettin' tight all over and it's gonna
separate the men from the boys, no
question."
The show itself was solid, buf
suffered slightly from predictability.
The only showman in the group
who presented any degree of
dynamism was lead vocalist Ronnie
Hammond. Sporting a 69 (that's
my number") ARS jersey, Hammond
had some good lines during, and
obviously before, the concert. But
flaunting his use of cocaine did get
stale through repetition. I swish
someone would have tossed him a
handkerchief to aid the constant
slurping and grimacing twitches of
his nose during the breaks between
songs. His cliche' jokes, though,
were almost a relief compared to the
lack of movement and charisma of
the other band members, who
stolidy planted themselves behind
their instruments. Yet, they have not
earned a name for themselves for
nothing. The overall musicianship
was fabulous as they cruised
through an hour set of mostly their
hits. plus a few songs oft their new
album thrown in, and ended with an
energetic 15-minute encore.
And then, so quickly, it was all over
and the road crew was once again
barking orders as soon as the
Fieldhouse crowd had quickly
dispersed. We worked like 33
records put on 78. The roadies knew
that they had less than seven hours
awaiting them at their hotel before a
three-hour road trip to Bellingham
for a concert Sunday night at
Western Washington University. We
finished the job in about two hours,
but not without much cursing and
pleas by the roadies of "Why am
I doing this? I'm too old to be doing
this," at the prospect of Netting
another heavy amplifier onto the
)rderly stack inside the semi. Today
was just an average concert and
tomorrow would bring more miles of

highway and yet another show that
had to bet set up and run by these
haggard, but happy, anonymous
vagabonds.

Get three
square deals on
square meals.
I

THE COKE®
IS ON US DEAL
Buy any 12 inch or larger pizza
and well throw in a free pitcher
of Coca-Cola That's a $1.90 bargain. So, before you get a big
thirst, cut this coupon out first.
Good only at

Pizus Haven
Tacoma 2803 6th Ave. 383-1797
Lakewood 6007100th SW 584.5881
University 3820 Bridgeport Way W. 564-4542

Limit one pitcher per coupon.
Not valid for delivery or take-out
Cannot be used with other coupons
Expires October

MO

IN

SLICE THE PRICE I
OF PIZZA DEAL
When you order any 14-inch or
larger pizza, we'll take $2 50 off
So try a Mexican Style Or a
Pizza Haven Special Or any kind
you want Then do some pizza
savin' next time you get a pizza
craven:
Good only at

Pizza Haven
Tacoma 2803 6th Ave. 383-1797
Lakewood 6007100th SW 584-5881
University 3820 Bridgeport Way W. 564-4542

•

Not valid for take-out or delivery
Cannot be used with other coupons
Expires October 31, 1980

STAY AT HOME
MEAL DEAL

If you can't come to our place,
let us come to yours Just call and
we'll rush your pizza to you We'll
also give you $2 off any order of
$5 or more So call tonight Then
leave the driving to us
Good only at

Pizza Haves'

I

Tacoma 2803 6th Ave. 383.1797
Lake
Lakewood
6007 100th SW 584-5881
University 3820 Bridgeport Way W. 5644542

Limit one coupon per delivery
Subtect to normal delivery charge Expires October 31 1980

Here's your chance to take
a big bite out of the rising cost
of eating.
Just grab a pair of scissors
and cut out for Pizza Haven.
We'll serve you some of
the best pizza you've ever laid

No smoking sections available at all Pizza Haven restaurants
Coke' end i.'oca-Coia • are registered trademarks 11
of the Coca Cola Company

a taste bud on.
And well slice our prices when
you hand us these coupons.
So come to Pizza Haven.
And get some good
square deals on some great
round meals.

Tacoma 28036th Ave 383-1797
Lakewood 6007100th SW 584 5881
University 3820 Bridgeport Way W 5644542

•

Continued from Page 2
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Liberal Arts

Photo Contest
Winner

tions when he has been inundated
with music theory and music history?
Surely Richard Wagner would never
have composed "The Ring" or "The
Flying Dutchman" if he had graduated
from our Music School,as he possibly
might have never had the chance to
acquaint himself with the literature
and history behind these works.
I am not saying that we should no
longer educate orchestra members.
Rather, we should insure that our future performers have the ability to
create original works by providing
the liberal arts background needed.
The School of Music should seriously weigh the merits and disadvantages of providing the technacalities of
music without presenting sources of
inspiration for compositions.

•

This photo of a Hawaiian duction. Mr. Kravetz wins this
Sunrise was taken by Benie weeks prize of $5.00 and a trip
Krawtz The original shot was around the world Be sure to
taken on Ectachrome 400 but enter your pictures before Wedthe gray tones made for an ex- nesday of each week for
cellent Black and Wlite repro- consideration.
rr

4,

oro

LEcno4f.,

ON INN.401,

P.r)
GET YOUR FAVORITES AT BIG SAVINGS!

::P $2.98
AND UP

■

Top Artists.
■ Major Labels.
Hundreds of Selections.
"Pop" to Classic.
Stereo LP Albums.
Cassettes.

•

Giwethegift
of musk.

UPS BOOKSTORE
15th & N. Lawrence

HRS: 8:30 - 4:3

- ATTENTION SHIMS! Portraits for the lAMANAWA
yearbook) will he taken Mon Fry. Out
20 24 from fi(X) - 11:30 and 12:30 - 4:0(
in SUB room 2. All seniors should have
nTeived notice of appointment times
JA mail. It you didn't, simply c o me by
luring the scheduled times I hese nor
raits can only be taken at this - no
)ake - tip sessions v ■ ill be uttered
I here is a $1.00 tee to He photoiroohed I hi' is \ (MI 1)111\ ( hint CI
-

-

International News Continued

Governor Dixy Lee Ray's top
prison official says the decision on
whether to build a new state prison
at Monroe won't be made this year.
That means either Jim McDermott or
Concert Loses Money
John Spellman...who both oppose
the Monroe site...will be in office
Continued from Page 1 I when a decision is made.
the past. Some examples include! The F.B.I. reports that serious
Van Halen, Bill Cosby, and Rod icrime was up 10 percent in the first
Stewart which sold out twice. Ac- i half on 1980...with sharp rises in robcording to Solidarios, student ticket lberies, rapes and rural thefts. The
sales were above normal for the ARS 'figures released today showed 1980
concert; they sold 560 tickets had the worst overall crime increase
compared to 527 off-campus and in firve years and that the crime rate
208 on the day of the concert. 'has gone up every year since 1977.
Solidarios and Menken both agree I
Spellman
that the ARS concert served two use- i Republican John
ful purposes. The staging of the mandDemocrat Jim McDermott tanshow proved that it can be done suc- gled in the second debate of their
cessfully in the remodeled Fieldhouse, gubernatorial campaign tonight on
despite the problems with the stage the Pacific Lutheran University
located at the main entrance. campus in Tacoma.
McDermott took the offensive by
Second, the Tacoma sales were the
best of the ARS Northwest tour, and charging Spellman with conducting
this can be used to show that a scurrilous, negative
Tacoma is a viable location for Icampaign...Spellman denied he was
larger groups to appear. running a negative campaign. He
This deficit will probably reduce raid he was only trying to make the
the chances of concerts produced !public aware of McDermott's record.
solely by ASUPS during the remain- I Both candidates restated several
der of the year, according to Solida- of their positions on prison
rios. The alternative will likely be reform...Economic growth...Educathat the future concerts will be co- Ition...and Social Services in the desponsored with professional 'bate relevised for a statewide audiproduction agencies, like John ence.
McDermott shared one opinion
Bauer. With this process, a percenith Spellman after th edebate, howtage of the take would go to ASUPS,
and any losses suffered would not ver. He said he was pleased with
be as severe, because the financial the way the debate went.
Both candidates will meet for
responsibilities won't be solely the
burden of the Popular Entertainment their third sparring match in two
weeks from tonight in Richland.
Committee.

.11

I M Scores
Men's Football (weeks 2 and 3)
Beta Dragons vs. Golden Bears 0-0
SAE vs. Fabulous Poodles
30-12
30-12
Todd Hall vs. Sigma Nu
Smith/Schiff vs. Terrors
Forfeit
E.O.B.F. & G.L. vs. Outlaws
6-0
Beaver Raiders vs. Tort Feasors 18-14
Regester vs. Kappa Sigma 28-2
Beta Dragons vs. Fabulous Poodles
14-6
Golden Bears vs. SAE
6-6

Soccer
Sigma Chi vs. Todd Hall
3-1 Women's Football
7-0
A/L vs. Physical Therapy
2-1 Regester vs. Alpha Phi
0-0
1-1 Kappa's vs. Seward Sea hawks
Beta Woogies vs. Phi Delts
8-2
Kappa Sigma vs. Schiff/Smith
7-0 Todd vs. A/L
6-0
4-1 Law School vs. Off Campus
SAE vs. Thompson All Stars
6-0
3-0 Gamma Phitters vs. Tenzler
Beta Dragons vs. A/L
15-0
Fat City vs. Phi Delts
4-0 Tenzler vs. A/L
Forfeit
Forfeit Off Campus vs. Todd
Regester vs. Schiff/Smitn
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Port and State Stuns Loggers
by Greg Silvey
The U.P.S offense came out scoring,
and the Loggers seemed to have
found the key in defense against
Neil Lomax's prolific arm, but it all
fell apart in the Homecoming game
last Satruday as the Loggers lost to
Portland State 37-14. The Loggers
held a 7 point advantage till midway
through the second quarter, but in
the end Lomax's passing wore down
the Logger secondary. Lomax became the first collegiate quarterback
to pass for more than 11,000 yards
by passing for 344 yards against the
Loggers.
Lomax saturated the airways with
51 passes (completing 34) and tossed
three touchdown strikes to sting the
Loggers for 37 points. The loss
ended the Loggers 11 game win
streak at Baker Stadium. The Loggers,
now 4-2, need wins badly in their remaining three games to keep their
playoff hopes alive.
The Loggers pleased the capacity
homecoming crowd with a 63 yard
drive in the opening period to capture
an early 7-0 lead. The Logger defense
looked like they had found the cap
to the Viking's explosive offense,
and held Portland State scoreless in
the 1st quarter.

Coach Simonson surveys field
Midway through the second quarter, Steve Hunt tossed the first of
three interceptions; and, six plays
later, Lomax tossed the first of three
touchdown passes to tie the score at
7-7. After the kickoff, the Loggers

couldn't seem to get started again
on offense, and had to punt. Punter
Wayde Stephens mishandled the
snap from center, and had his punt
blocked. Greg Jackson alertly fell
on the ball in the endzone to prevent

a Viking touchdown, and the
Loggers gave up two more points.
Less than a minute later, Lomax had
his team in the Logger's endzone, to
give the Viking's their 16-7 halftime
advantage.
The Loggers came out of the locker
room swinging, and Steve Hunt had
a chance to show some of his own
passing prowess. He completed 4
passes to cover 63 yards, hitting
Mike Bos on a fifteen-yard strike to
cap the drive, and bring the Loggers
back into the game.
Portland State answered the score
with a seven play, 68 yard drive of
their own. Lomax passed to his fullback, Joel Sigel, for the final six yards.
Then, with no time remaining in the
third period, Lomax hit Clint Didier
for a 38 yard touchdown. Their final
tally came at 8:08 in the fourth
quarter when Sigel scampered
outside for an 11 yard score.
The Logger's Steve Hunt passed 24
times and completed eleven for 117
yards, and rushed for 27 more. The
Logger's rushing attack was lead by
Jim Dresser's 75 yards; with Rick
Linblad picking up 38 more.
U.P.S. will be idle next week, but
will travel to California on Oct. 25th
to take on Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo.

„500orts
Intramurals Kick Off
by Edgar Eliott
Poodles 14-6. In a surprise move, the
Freudian Slips changed their name
to E.O.B.F. & G.L. The team had no
comment on the new name.
In women's football, Regester and
the Law School have emerged as the
perenial powers of their league.
Both teams are undefeated, due
mainly to their depth of size and
speed. After getting off to a slow
start, defending champions Tenzler
won their first game by walking over
AIL 15-0.
Now more than halfway through
the season, the competition in men's
soccer is beginning to get stiff. In
each of the two divisions into which
the fourteen teams are divided, only
the top two teams will qualify for
the playoffs. In division one, the
Beta Dragons defeated Kappa Sigma
3-0 making them the only undefeated
team in their division. In division
two, Sigma Chi is 3-0 while Fat City
and SAE are both 2-0-1.

4 .,55,,ewdvf.VX?........
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UPS faces Lomax at the line

Mid-terms are here
so lets drink some beers!

O
z

IAA

PETE 'S FOREIGN AUTO REPAIR
ASK ABOUT OUR TUNE-UP SPECIAL
FOR YOUR MAKE OF CAR
FREE RIDE BACK TO CAMPUS

(11

EXCELLENT SERVICE AT A FAIR PRICE
1222 South Sprague
k-e4s

•••• 11 .

By Peck Field
.:

572.3768
'Ye

••••••'.

"An education for
a lifetime... Well
can 1 tell you..."

6t h&Proc to r

Aided by continued good weather,
enthusiasm and competitiveness
have been characteristic of intramural play thus far. Partly due to the
good weather, and partly due to a
firm intramural policy, there have
been far fewer forfeits this year.
This is a radical change from last
Spring, when nearly half of all the
girls' softball games scheduled were
forfeited. This hasn't been the trend
this year, as the teams that forfeit
are eliminated completely from the
sport in which they defaulted. Let's
hope that this is a trend that continues.
Men's football moves into its third
week with just two undefeated
teams left in a field of fourteen. The
Beaver Raiders pushed their record
to 2-0 after squeaking by the Tort
Feasors 18-14. Meanwhile, the Beta
Dragons kept their record unblemished by beating the Fabulous
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THE COMBAT ZONE

The Combat Zone is intended as a
satirical work and has, as such, been
set off from the rest of this
newspaper. Any resemblance to any
person, place, or other entity, with
or without satirical intent, is strictly
coincidental.

AIL
*46" tir'7 Aft"
44r

UNFAIR
WORKING
CONDITIONS
Brotherhood of
ZONE Workers
Local 1122

